
Using TESS to Monitor the JWST Spectrophotometric Standards

Abstract:
Calibration of the science
instruments of the James Webb
Space Telescope (JWST) is
performed using standard
stars. Their spectral types include
white dwarfs, A, and G stars
because they can be modeled to
high accuracy. Selecting stars
which are stable to within 2%
allows accurate and reliable
modeling [1,2]. Therefore, stars
that vary in brightness because of
pulsation, rotation, eclipses, flares
or any other reason may need to
be removed from the list of
candidates. The Transiting
Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS)
has observed 34 candidate
calibration stars for JWST. We
examined the TESS light curves for
evidence of periodic and transient
phenomena and report on any
detected variability. Using Lomb-
Scargle periodograms, we
searched for any significant
periodic signals less than 15
days. We detected several
variable stars in the set, and the
peak-to-peak amplitudes for one
were larger than 1%.

Purpose and Background: 
We search for brightness variations in
the set of 42 candidate stars. Any
variability will reduce the precision of
the spectrophotometric calibrations
across instruments.

Analysis: 
Using TESS 2-minute data and 30-
minute full-frame images, we generated
light curves of the standards [3,4].
Then, we calculated Lomb-Scargle
periodograms to find any significant
periodic signals in the time series data;
ie. if the maximum amplitude > 5 sigma
above the noise level. The mean noise
level is calculated as:

𝝈𝒏𝒐𝒊𝒔𝒆 = 𝝅/𝑵 ∗ 𝝈𝒓𝒎𝒔
where N is the number of data points
and 𝜎()* is the standard deviation of
the flux values [5]. We searched for
evidence that the variability was coming
from another star in the photometric
aperture. We started by listing the
nearby stars that were brighter than
TESS mag < 15 and within 200". In most
cases, the target star was 4-8
magnitudes brighter than any nearby
background stars. We also examined
difference images to confirm that the
target star was responsible for the
observed signal. The reported largest
observed flux variation is calculated as
the difference between the maximum
and minimum outlier-removed,
normalized flux. When noise dominates
it acts as an upper limit on the
amplitude on any observed variability.

Results: 
Of the 34 stars with TESS data, 7 stars
show significant variability. Only TIC
32869782 had a large flux variation of
1.67 percent. This variation is large
enough that it could have a negative
impact on JWST calibrations.
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The full list of JWST Primary Standards can be found here: https://jwst-docs.stsci.edu/data-processing-and-calibration-files/absolute-flux-calibration

Displayed above are the variable stars that were detected.
[* obtained from the TESS Input Catalog].


